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ABSTRACT 
 
 

INHERITANCE  
 

by 
 

© Eliott Coyle 2017 
 

Master of Arts in English  
 

California State University, Chico 
 

Fall 2017 
  

 Inheritance is a collection of poetry that sets out to redefine the word 

“inheritance” through three sections. The first section of the collection follows the 

musical inheritance of the speaker and the impressions of family that have come before 

him. The narratives glimpse the history, the land, and the hardships of a generation 

separated in both time and place. The speaker’s inheritance can be seen as the music 

passed down from generations as well as the recording of the familial history in the form 

of poetry. In another way, this collection is asking readers to consider their bodies as an 

inheritance for the spirit. Implying philosophical and religious undertones, the second 

section focuses heavily on identity and on truly inquiring into our sense of who we think 

we are. The last section asks the reader to see the earth as a place of inheritance, a place 

they are inhabiting and becoming responsible for. It is asking readers to go out into the 

natural world and open their eyes and ears to the teachings of nature; it is asking them to 

find a home in it. As a whole, the collection is a meditation on the inevitable nature of 

transformation as it connects humanity with nature.  
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INHERITANCE: AN INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 Writing is the act of imitation and record. It is a means to center, a means to become 

aware of myself not as the ego under the skin, but as the totality of conscious experience in all 

the myriads of life. I write because it is an act of imprint, an act of memory, in a world that is 

dissolving away. I write to be a little floating ash in the fire of this life. 

 

The Family Inheritance 

While I’ve always been a thinker and reader, my other love has been music. Music was 

something that came naturally to me as I eventually discovered my inheritance arose from a long 

linage of familial musicians. When I traced back my mother’s side of the family I discovered there 

was a history of music in the family, and as I followed the lineage I found that my great 

grandmother, Mary Lasswell, was the source; she possessed a natural ability to play music and 

even had some training when it came to reading musical notation. 

While Mary possessed a talent for music, she was more preoccupied with just surviving 

the harsh realities of California in the late 1800s. She spent most of her life being a mother as she 

ended up having eight children over a span of twenty-five years; they all ended up inheriting the 

ability to play music. The oldest, Paul, was a professional musician who could play piano, 

mandolin, and trumpet. The next four brothers, Richard, Fred, Lou, and Frank, could between 

them play clarinet, saxophone, guitar, piano, trombone, and stringed bass. The next two, Don and 

Hellen, played piano and guitar. Then there was the youngest, Hazel, my grandmother, who was 

trained to sing and play clarinet, but had also taught herself to play piano by ear. Hazel carried 

the musical genes forward through the family and even her five children learned an instrument. 
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Music was a trait that moved down through generations influencing the grandchildren 

and myself. I had found that I had the same natural ability to play as the others in the line before 

me, and I eventually taught myself guitar at age thirteen and piano later in college. My Grammy 

Hazel left major musical impressions on my childhood; she was always singing songs or reciting 

poems to my siblings, cousins, and myself. She was the epitome of musical theater. She could 

get on the piano and play a myriad of tunes by ear and then out of nowhere while cooking in the 

kitchen openly recite whole poems. She had always loved music, and I soon made the connection 

that my natural ability and love to play was a practice I had received from her and her lineage, 

stemming all the way back to my great grandmother Mary. 

The opening and the title poem of the first section of this collection, “Inheritance,” begins 

by introducing Grammy Hazel, as the poem sets out to introduce the legacy of music: 

    Grammy Hazel’s brain and mine  
are quick to the wit  
and always listening for melody. 

 
I hear her in the kitchen  
rattling poems off, 
or some tune from a time far away.  
Grammy Hazel  
doesn’t read music when she plays. 

. 
And we know  
we don’t know, 
where the music comes from. 
Instruments channel the songs from elsewhere, 
and the music flies out of the boxed strings (1-13) 

 
These first three stanzas are working to build a connection between the speaker and his 

grandmother as they both possess a natural ear and ability to play. While they both share the 

natural ability, the third stanza makes it known that they do not understand where the music 

originates from. Part of the intention of why I started inquiring into Hazel’s past was that I felt a 
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deep musical connection between us and I wanted to explore and look deeper into where the 

music was stemming from. I uncovered a history of music moving down through the family as 

the speaker comes full circle in the poem. 

    Showbiz ran the family: 
Paul the oldest,  
mandolin and trumpet. 
Then Richard, clarinet,  
killed himself at nineteen. 
Fred found the sax, 
Frank and Lou 
made it in the army band,  
bass and trombone.  
Then there was 
Don on guitar.  
Helen on piano. 
Hazel sang songs 
played piano and clarinet. 

 
See the inheritance. 
Always listening for melody,  
Hazel and I are quick to the wit. 
And we know where the music comes from (44-61) 

 

As the speaker reveals the history, he comes to an understanding that an ear for music is 

something that is passing between generations and that this is indeed the speaker’s own 

inheritance. Part of this inheritance is also realizing that these traits aren’t necessarily unique to 

the individual but that they have been cultivated through generations in the family and thus are 

something beyond the scope of any one individual’s life. 

While music is a theme that moves through the first section of this collection, and more 

explicitly in the poems that deal with Hazel, there is another movement taking place. There is a 

deliberate attempt to make a recording, an imprint of the family history through the act of writing 

poetry. These stories reflect the harsh realities of a world filled with early settlers, emigrants, and 

the frontier, gold mines, railroads, wood burning stoves, and wringer washers; a world without 
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electricity or ways of viable communication, and of early death and hard times. The poems in 

this first section of the collection provide little imprints, or little glimpses into the lives of the 

family members, and they are reflections of a more complex and rich history of the time. 

The poem, “Grammy Hazel Attended A One Room Country School,” connects both 

Hazel and her mother Mary, although separated by a generation, with their place of education. 

While the elementary school provided a place for general learning, both Hazel and Mary, like 

many of their time, truly learned by living out in the world. The second section of this poem 

provides a little imprint into what life was like in the foothills of Sacramento over a hundred 

years ago. 

Hazel wasn’t the first 
of her generation. 
Her mother Mary 
and women alike came before, 
paved the way 
like they did the frontier. 

 
Sometimes they’d go to school, 
reading didn’t feed them though, 
nor did it cut trees down, 
heat their food through. 

 
Schooling was 
the building of railroads, 
gold-panning rivers, 
mineshafts, childbirth. 

 
After the 8th grade, 
Mary Lasswell left, 
married at 15, 
was ripe in the belly 
a year later (19-37) 

 
These stanzas reflect a world separated from our own current day in both time and setting 

as technology, transportation, and even basic necessities weren’t so easily accessible. It reflects 

the reality that traditional schooling was something that came second to basic survival and that 
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Mary Lasswell and others living in this time period were preoccupied with practical endeavors 

such as finding food, starting families, and keeping warm.  

This first section is one of three perspectives informing the title “Inheritance,” and it 

takes the reader through the land, the stories, and imprints of the people that have all contributed 

to the speaker’s own unique identity. 

 

 Inheriting the Spirit: East to West 

. My mother took me to mass more or less every Sunday, and I would recite the chants 

and songs of a religion that I had no real connection with. While I had a basic grasp on the 

principles of Catholicism, I think ultimately I was looking for something more. As I became an 

adult and moved away for college, I started to gradually peel back more layers into the search for 

who I was. I started reading quite a bit of eastern philosophy outside of my school studies and 

this is where I discovered Alan Watts, who would end up inspiring my life as a writer and as a 

philosopher. 

Watt’s ability to relate western religion with eastern philosophy has given me a similar 

purpose in my own work and a way to address my upbringing of Catholicism, and relate it to my 

understanding of eastern philosophies such as Buddhism and Hinduism. In, This Is It: and Other 

Essays on Zen and Spiritual Experience, Watt articulates the relationship of interdependence 

between ourselves and the external world. He says, 

For this is the sensation which, however garbled and perverted, is the 

impulse underlying the great religious traditions of the world—the 

sensation of basic inseparability from the total universe, of the identity of 

one’s self with the Great Self beneath all that exist. (55) 
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A large part of my journey of waking up spiritually was the realization that all living things are 

of the Brahman essence, which is a Hindu term meaning the ultimate reality and or the Great 

Self. This idea of interconnectivity is central to Hinduism and completely contrasts with the 

Catholic ideal that God is something separate from ourselves. 

The poems in the second section of this collection are preoccupied with this sort of 

spiritual inheritance as they push the reader to work through identity, spirit, and the body. This 

inheritance can ultimately be seen as an illusion, a game of hide and seek, in which the central 

Self separates itself from the totality of conscious experience. In The Book: On the Taboo 

Against Knowing Who You Are, Watts puts it like this: 

Now when God plays hide and pretends that he is you and I, he does it so 

well that it takes him a long time to remember where and how he hid 

himself. He doesn’t want to find himself too quickly, for that would spoil 

the game. That is why it is so difficult for you and me to find out that we 

are God in disguise, pretending not to be himself. But when the game has 

gone on long enough, all of us will wake up, stop pretending, and 

remember that we are all one single Self. (15) 

Watts is illustrating a conception central to Hinduism in a way that utilizes Western 

imagery, the image of God the father. As someone who was raised in a Catholic background, it 

was rather profound to discover this philosophical conception that was so common to other 

cultures in the world, and it allowed me to start re-imagining who I truly was. 

Inheriting the life and body, as a means to understand our deeper nature, was a thread I 

had in mind while I constructed a number of poems in this section. My poem, “The Way: In 

Three Parts,” is a poem about three spiritual traditions, Taoism, Catholicism, and Hinduism. The 
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last stanza reflects a Hindu conception as well as what Watts has been articulating throughout his 

work. 

The Self hides in all things. 
There is a great game here, 
in the service to others. 
Devotion to the divine, 
the godhead   the Self 
is the other person 
sitting across from you. 
The shedding of this, 
the peeling back of layers, 
is remembering (33-42) 

 
Just as Watts is utilizing his prose to relate western and eastern traditions together, I am working 

to challenge predominately western readers to reimagine themselves. I am asking them to peel 

back their layers, the conditioning that society lays on them—their predispositions—to 

remember who they really are. The Godhead is not only sitting across from them, it is the very 

light inside each and every one of us. 

In a similar way I am provoking readers to re-locate their identities in my poem “Before 

You Were Born.” The poem is highly contemplative and takes the reader right to a place of 

philosophical inquiry as the title suggests a primordial state of being. The poem begins by 

saying, 

There is an emptiness here   a womb. 
And the beginning, 
of something, a pulse, 
a throb that will not soften (1-4) 

 

The opening stanza takes readers to a place that asks them to locate their sense of self, their 

identities, apart from their bodies on this earth. This space is a rather curious one as it implies a 

certain consciousness or awareness outside the body. Part of this thought experiment explored 

within the poem leads readers to the conclusion that their consciousness isn’t just bound to the 
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body but that it is a universal awareness. The last lines of the poem take the inquiry further when 

they ask, “Where were you? / Before you flickered into light” (17-18). Suggested in these lines is 

the implication that your consciousness doesn’t originate with your life, but that this 

consciousness is something that has been around before it inhabited a life and body. 

Our sense of who we think we are is a question that is introduced and explored multiple 

times throughout the second section of my project, as it ties heavily into the spiritual traditions of 

both East and West. In another way my poem, “The Kitchen and the Temple,” relates the 

Catholic tradition of communion, a symbolic act of consecration, to the natural cycles of nature 

in which the interdependence of all things is represented. There are heavy connotations of 

identity associated with Jesus Christ as God in the Catholic tradition, but I am asking the reader 

to re-see the traditional associations of Jesus as something that exist within this natural world. 

Though not explicitly said, there is an underlining principle of cyclicality in nature that is 

presented in this poem and the tradition of communion is compared to the recycling of energy. 

    I peel carrots  
    in the kitchen, 
    of Grammy Hazel, 
    the way a priest 
    prepares the Eucharist. 
 
    I see no need  
    for church anymore. 
    I found another way 
    to center.  
 
    In the kitchen 
    we talk songs, our devotion 
    is to the peeling  
    of the potatoes. 
    That is our temple.  
    The body of Christ 
    is none other,  
    than the oil in the pan, 
    the rolling boil.  
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    The transformation 
    of the sun to the planet, 
    the plant, then the animal, 
    back to the earth.  
 
    What’s intimate  
    goes through, 
    becoming the other  
    is the natural course.  
    When it is through, 
    it too dissolves away (1-28) 
 
 

Specifically, the last two stanzas reflect on how energy is a universal substance that 

cannot be created or destroyed, but only transformed. The idea of becoming the other is a way to 

say that there is no real separation between the seemingly different organisms and life forms, but 

that they are all always changing and becoming one another in terms of energy. The symbolic act 

of communion is a way of showing the interconnectivity between all lives due to the fact that 

living things must consume other living things in order to continue living. 

 In many ways this section of the collection is setting out to challenge an audience, of 

what I imagine to be predominately Western thinkers, to re-see their beliefs in a new light. These 

poems ask the reader to meditate on the transformative qualities found within the great spiritual 

traditions of the world, and to witness their interconnectivity.  

       

Yoga 

 Part of my understanding of eastern philosophy has derived from my practice of yoga. 

Although it appears that yoga and poetry are two completely different activities, they actually 

share similar qualities. In the year I underwent a traditional 10-month teacher-training program 
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through the Yoga Center of Chico, I came to understand that yoga was primarily a focusing of 

the mind. 

In the Iyengar tradition, much of the physical practice focuses on internal awareness and 

proper anatomical alignment. The mind is constantly adjusting and make corrections in the body 

in the same way writing is a living and moving entity that requires constant revision to find 

clarity and concision. Both exercises seek to find freedom in the spirit from the constraints of the 

mind and the body.  

They differ, however, in the way that writing cultivates an active and thinking mind while 

yoga seeks awareness and observation, letting thoughts in the mind pass through. In conjunction 

with one another though, an observant and open mind is the type of mind a poet ought to have 

when they are actively creating. A certain discernment is required from both practices, in order 

to see that the intention and directness of the task at hand is focused in the moment. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of understanding yoga comes through the practice of 

meditation, which is found in Buddhism, even as it originates in Hinduism. Meditation is the 

practice of becoming aware of what is, the true reality of observation without thought. This 

practice starts to mold one’s sense of identity so that the external and internal world start to feel 

the same. The second section of my collection deals with this idea of release and merging. The 

poem, “Dhyana” which is the Sanskrit word for meditation, captures this practice. 

     
 
    When you’re ready: 

  close the eyes. 
 

  Air must fall 
  from the lungs, 
  downward to the depths, 
  to the bottom 
  of the exhale. 
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  It is quiet here. 
 

  This is where 
  you must linger, 
  this is where, 
  the beginning 
  of your new life, 
  begins (1-15) 

 

 This poem is on one hand physical as it deals with the breath, but it is also contemplative 

in the way that each breath can be seen as a new beginning. Equally, there is power in reading 

this poem aloud because the line breaks and punctuation contribute to the reader’s felt experience 

of their own breath. With each breath, the self must release and let go so that there may be new 

life in every moment. This practice is an awakening of the consciousness so that external and 

internal worlds start to become one. 

 

     Zen and Jane Hirshfield 

 A major influence and a poet I have come to admire and drawn inspiration from is Jane 

Hirshfield. A winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award, Hirshfield is a poet that 

effectively intertwines meditative and lyrical lines to show her readers what an observant mind in 

the natural world can yield. Hirshfield herself was a student of Zen, having studied at the San 

Francisco Zen Center, and she writes in a way that reflects her lived experiences of meditation. 

Hirshfield highlights an attitude that I personally hold towards my own poetry. She says, 

 I felt that I’d never make much of a poet if I didn’t know more   

 than I knew at that time about what it means to be a human being. I don’t  

 think poetry is based just on poetry; it is based on a thoroughly lived life. 
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 And so I couldn’t just decide I was going to write no matter what; I first 

 had to find out what it means to live (Poetry Foundation) 

Essentially being a young writer, I always worried whether I had lived long enough or 

had seen enough to have anything worth writing about. I realized through my years of writing 

poetry at California State University, Chico, and through my yoga teacher training that I had 

started to pursue deeper questions. I had started to consider who or what was my voice in terms 

of writing and within this life and body. Just like Hirshfield, I wanted to know what it truly 

meant to be human and to live a life worth writing about. In many ways I’ve always looked to 

nature to see how my own humanity fits in with it, and Hirshfield does the same. 

Hirshfield’s, October Palace, meditates on nature as well as concepts of “awareness, 

consciousness, and vicissitudes of perception” (Poetry Foundation) as her work is heavily 

influenced by her Zen practice and her disciplined eye for observation. Specifically, her poem, 

“Percolation,” articulates how matter in nature is intimately connected and is in communion as 

water percolates and flows in and through the earth’s body. Half way through the poem she 

articulates this interconnectivity. 

    Still, in this rain soft as fog 
    that can only be known to be rain by the windows’ streaming, 
    surely all Being at bottom is happy: 
    soaked to the bone, sopped at the root, 
    fenny, seeped through, yielding as coffee grounds 
    yield to their percolation, blushing, completely seduced, 
    assenting as they give in to the downrushing water, 
    the murmur of falling, the fluvial, purling wash 
    of all the ways matter loves matter, 
    riding its gravity down, into the body, 
    rising through cell-strands of xylem, leaflet and lung-flower, 
    back into air (13-24) 
 
 Hirshfield’s language is intimate as she describes the processes of nature as something 

that is delighting in itself. Her last three lines especially reflect how nature is constantly giving 
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back to itself and how it returns in cycles from water to plant to air. Hirshfield is observant to the 

point of water as a permeating force, and as a vital component to the well-being of the plant 

kingdom. Her last line implies that this permeating energy found in the water, is the same exact 

energy transformed into oxygen. 

 Hirshfield’s way of animating nature and presenting it as returning and cyclical was 

something I have sought in my own work. In my poem, “Rock Speak,” the speaker implies that 

emptiness in nature implies a form. Just as Hirshfield is describing soil as something that has 

emptiness and allows percolation, my speaker imagines the rocks, from a metaphysical point of 

view, as something solid and yet, empty inside in terms of atomic structure. The speaker says, 

  What seemed dense 
  moves faster, inside, 
  empty space 
  flickering into form (17-20) 
 

There is a definite energetic representation of matter implied in these lines. A quality of 

emptiness and solidity implied in the existence of each other in the same way the speaker says, 

“in the void / what was once barren / waited itself into life” (11-13). These lines feed back into 

the eastern cosmologies in the way that the Great Self inherits form and body through which to 

experience itself. While there is form and solidity on one side, there is an implication that 

emptiness and void are on the other. The opposites in turn feed and supply one another in a 

cyclical pattern that reflects the movement of nature. 

In some ways in my own writing, I have attempted to capture the essence of Zen which 

Hirshfield does quite regularly in her own poetry. Those that truly understand Zen Buddhism 

would tell you that I am beating a dead horse. To try and articulate what Zen is with words, is 

ultimately trying to say something that is unsayable and ultimately misleading to the point. What 

is the point then? Zen is in a way like an image in poetry; it is the presenting of a direct 
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experience aside from the mind trying to understand it. Zen is spontaneous action without 

premeditated thought. In many ways it is a reaction or a direct communion with the eternal, 

inescapable now. 

In Hirshfield’s book on craft, Ten Windows: How Great Poems Transform the World, she 

articulates an element of haiku and of seeing through words as she demonstrates through the 

poems of the Japanese poet Matsuo Bash�̅�𝑜. Haiku is perhaps the closest we get to translating Zen 

into words and Bash�̅�𝑜’s most famous haiku does this well. It reads, “old pond: / frog leaps in / 

the sound of water (qtd. in Hirshfield 50). Bash�̅�𝑜’s haiku is in its entirety an image, a direct 

observation of nature. To re-see the world as it is, apart from our attempt to label it and 

comprehend it, is a challenge left to poets and teachers of meditation alike. 

In my poem, “Meditations on the California North Coast,” I have embedded my own 

haiku within a longer sectioned poem that deals with the earth’s elements. Juxtaposed against a 

series of stanzas I have a haiku that reads, “In the blue-black sky / a white moon, / and a dying 

fire” (38-40) as this image takes the reader to the immediacy of the moment. Equally the last 

stanza of the poem, in reference to wind, ends with the image of, “I hear it / in the leaves / of 

eucalyptus” (69-61). In these instances the haiku-like form keeps the lines succinct and yet opens 

up the reader’s imagination. While I don’t specialize in haiku, I have found that images possess a 

similar quality in terms of bringing readers into the immediacy of the moment and these 

moments reflect the urgency of a Zen mind. 

The second section of “Inheritance” is encouraging the reader to reimagine and 

reconsider their sense of who they are. These poems live in a philosophical and immediate world 

that at times provokes contemplation and at others leave the reader in the immediacy of an 
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image. Just as Watts and Hirshfield bring a more holistic vision to the world of nature and spirit, 

I am writing to bring my understanding of the eastern philosophy into the west through poetry. 

    

         Inheriting the Natural World 

Another poet that has influenced my own writing immensely is the poet Robert Hass. 

Known for utilizing music and imagery, a majority of Hass’s work is engaging the natural world. 

Hass’s first book, Field Guide, is about the act of naming things and looking to nature to 

discover a home within it. 

Field Guide is so close to home in a literal sense because Hass writes about his natural 

California landscapes, which is in many ways exactly what I am doing in the third section of my 

collection. As I thought about the title of this project, “Inheritance,” I imagined the land of the 

earth, and specifically the places I’ve lived and traveled to within California, as places of 

inheritance. In many ways the external world of nature acts as a teacher and a home through 

which we can start to see the inherent beauty present within it. 

By creating a field guide, Hass is in turn identifying and recording his experiences within 

the natural world through his poetry, which is something I am doing in this third section of the 

collection. While many of his poems address the beauty within nature, they also comment on the 

reality of nature as something potentially dangerous as is seen with the picking and eating of 

mushrooms. Hass’s poem, “Fall,” is a poem that takes the native Californian landscape and 

utilizes it in a way that in turn teaches and informs the speaker about the lessons nature has to 

offer: 

   Amateurs, we gathered mushrooms 
   near shaggy eucalyptus groves 
   which smelled of camphor and the fog-soaked earth. 
   Chanterelles, puffballs, chicken-of-the-woods, 
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   we cooked in wine or butter, 
   beaten eggs or sour cream, 
   half expecting to be 
   killed by mistake. ‘Intense perspiration,’ 
   you said late at night, 
   quoting the terrifying field guide 
   while we lay tangled in our sheets and heavy limbs, 
   ‘is the first symptom of attack.’ 
 
   Friends called our aromatic fungi 
   ‘liebestoads’ and only ate the ones  

      that we most certainly survived.  
      Death shook us more than once  
     those days and floating back  
     it felt like life. Earth-wet, slithery,  
     we drifted toward the names of things.  
     Spore prints littered our table  
     like nervous stars. Rotting caps  
      gave off a musky smell of loam (1-22) 
 

 Hass does a wonderful job of making his images reflect the specificity of his native 

landscape. The fungi, the smells, and the way he describes cooking the mushrooms all contribute 

to bringing the speaker into communion with nature. Hass articulates a speaker at home, one who 

explores and experiments with the sometimes risky aspects of nature and who in turn develops a 

deeper appreciation and respect for the dangers within it. 

 Just as the speaker, in “Fall,” is exploring and learning from the mushrooms, the speaker 

in my poem, “Fear Teaches the Disillusion,” is learning from his experiences in the redwood 

forests of the California North Coast. There is an inherit quality of adventure and reflection in 

the speaker as his brother and him set out to climb a massive redwood that is situated within the 

Humboldt State campus. There is also an inherit danger in the speaker’s decision to free climb 

the redwood barefoot without rope, but at the same time there is much to learn in the humbling 

experience of risking your life to see something profound; something fleeting and beautiful that 
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you may never see again. The last stanza reflects how nature can teach humility and at the same 

time offers liberation in the spirit: 

    Two hundred and fifty feet up 
  foggy skies bloom 
  through the canopy, 
  like lotuses 
  after enlightenment. 
  Adrenaline floods the kidneys 
  into the castle 
  of my heart. 
  I am afraid. 
  Sitting on hatched webs 
  of nylon rope, 
  I look out. 
  Waves crash in the distance, 
  the coastline is empty 
  but we are not (70-86 ) 

 
The last stanza reveals that the speaker is both afraid, and at the same time full of life. In 

many ways the natural world is a dangerous and scary place for a human being, but it is at the 

same time a site of teaching and learning for the individual. One lesson that can be gleaned from 

the natural world is that it is a part of us and we should commune with it, be immersed in it, just 

as the speaker literally gets in the tree and gets to know it as something that can lift him up.  

The third section in this collection offers poems that live in the imagery of the natural 

world. In many ways they are full of my own images and imprints of nature as they represent 

something beautiful and worth preserving. One poem that rhetorically utilizes negation to place 

the speaker’s own identity below his own  is “No Attachment to Dust.” Ironically the speaker 

uses negation to say the opposite of what he actually feels. The speaker in a way wishes he could 

be more like the images in which he describes. 

  You are not the mountain, 
  nor the dust kicked into the lungs. 
  Or the sky with urchin purple 
  streaks at sunset. 
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  Or the rain that makes 
  dust brown mud. 
  Nor are you the wind, 
  the white caps on the break. 
  Or the family of redwoods 
  in the grove. 
  Or the fog that feeds them. 
  Nor are you 
  the beautiful rot of the forest. 
  The porous soil of the plants, 
  twisting network of nerves, of roots. 
  You cannot be the glowing orb 
  in the desert at sunrise. 
  Or the shade of cacti 
  silhouetting blue lizards. 
  Nor the blue-black sky 
  littered with grey rain clouds. 
 

    You are  
    what is still holding 
    the dust, 
    as it falls  
    from your fingers (1-26) 

 
As in many Hass poems, the speaker in my poem is making an attempt to identify and 

create an understanding around these images of nature. The speaker identifies the inherent beauty 

within the natural world and wants to both learn from and emulate it. The use of negation reflects 

the detached and separated speaker as he knows his own self-worth as a human is incomparable 

to the intrinsic beauty of the natural world. By removing his desire to want to attach to all the 

things he finds beautiful, the speaker in turn realizes there was no separation to begin with. 

 This third section in the collection takes the reader into the natural world to both contrast 

and intertwine humanity within it. Just as Robert Hass is a poet that looks to nature to see a 

home, to see himself, I am looking to nature as a teacher and an entity with which to merge. I 

feel that this natural world is our inheritance, not as something that we need to conquer, but as 

something with which we are ultimately intertwined and connected with. 
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    The Task at Hand 

Inheritance sets out to create imprint or memory through the act of poetry. The first 

section of the collection follows the musical inheritance of the speaker and the lives of the 

Lasswell family that have come before him. The narratives glimpse the history, the land, and the 

hardships of a generation separated in time and place. The speaker’s inheritance can be seen as 

the music passed down from generations as well as the recording of the familial history in the 

form of poetry. 

In another way, this collection is asking readers to inherit their bodies through their spirit. 

Implying philosophical and religious undertones, the second section focuses heavily on identity 

and on truly inquiring into our sense of who we think we are. We are inheriting this life, this 

body, the people, and the circumstances in which we find ourselves in. 

The last section asks the reader to see the earth as a place of inheritance, a place they are 

inhabiting and becoming responsible for. It is asking readers to go out into the natural world and 

open their eyes and ears to the teachings of nature; it is asking them to find a home in it. As a 

whole we are all inheriting this earth today and right now, there is no other time. We are all 

floating ashes in the fire of this life. 
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Inheritance  
 
 
1 
 
Grammy Hazel’s brain and mine  
are quick to the wit  
and always listening for melody. 
 
I hear her in the kitchen  
rattling poems off, 
or some tune from a time far away.  
Grammy Hazel  
doesn’t read music when she plays. 
. 
And we know  
we don’t know, 
where the music comes from. 
Instruments channel the songs from elsewhere, 
and the music flies out of the boxed strings. 
 
And when Grammy Hazel plays the piano, 
I think about the ranch she left in the divorce.  
That 200 year old ranch against a graphite sky.  
The tanning weeds left tall and uncut,  
rusted tin roof panels, 
wood burning stove made her kitchen.  
Now every Thanksgiving, 
we gather in that ancestral,  
dilapidated, ranch house. 
 
2 
 
Hazel’s soul was pioneer, rough. 
Breathing history 
in the California foothills.   
She lived like a cowgirl 
driving cattle across acres.  
Didn’t know  
when the next meal came, 
if she survived the winter. 
Without electricity  
her house heated on wood, 
except for the wringer washer, 
that was powered by gas, 
recycled water and windmills.  
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Youngest of eight 
she grew up quick. 
Mom died when she was ten, 
her father when she was twelve. 
 
Hazel found the roots 
of blue oak 
in the quiet  
of the Lasswell Cemetery.  
 
3 
 
Showbiz ran the family: 
Paul the oldest,  
mandolin and trumpet. 
Than Richard, clarinet,  
killed himself at nineteen. 
Fred found the sax, 
Frank and Lou 
made it in the army band,  
bass and trombone.  
Then there was 
Don on guitar.  
Helen on piano. 
Hazel sang songs 
played piano and clarinet. 
 
See the inheritance. 
Always listening for melody,  
Hazel and I are quick to the wit. 
And we know where the music comes from.   
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Lasswell Cemetery  
 
 
When I was seven, Grammy Hazel  
showed me the family cemetery, 
where she wanted to be buried.  
Crooked white gates outlined  
slanted hills, riding the roots  
of 100 year plus blue oak. 
 
Hazel pointed  
at headstones as we walked. 
Some names I remembered,  
all of them I did not know.  
But now, they are forgotten  
and are just words on stone.  
I would become like them one day. 
A name, a story, history.  
 
As we walked 
she told me the crosses  
carried heaven,  
and the people gathered  
to say prayers, place flowers.  
Remember who was once here.  
I always thought the crosses 
looked like trees. 
 
Why do we hide the dead in boxes?  
Separate them  
as if they still need  
distance from the soil.  
Even in death,   
delaying 
the earth its own. 
The beautiful rot from the keeper. 
 
Hazel pointed to the plot, 
where she wanted her name  
in stone, a story to be told, 
underneath blue oak and slanted hills. 
A spot next to her mom, Mary Lasswell, 1894. 
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Grammy Hazel Attended A One-Room Country School  
 
 
1 
 
Grades one through eight  
for one year, the first six months, 
she was the only girl.  
And while the boys 
played cops and robbers, 
Hazel stayed in  
and played the piano. 
 
The games outside 
shifted indoors, huddled 
around the fire, the kids 
breathed the songs 
of the wooden piano.  
 
Lessons were learned: 
arithmetic articulated, 
history became geography, 
graded grammar and spelling,  
poems were about timing, 
songs that were rhyming.  
 
2 
 
Hazel wasn’t the first   
of her generation. 
Her mother Mary 
and women alike came before, 
paved the way   
like they did the frontier. 
 
Sometimes they’d go to school, 
reading didn’t feed them though, 
nor did it cut trees down, 
heat their food through. 
 
Schooling was  
the building of railroads, 
gold-panning rivers,  
mineshafts, and childbirth.  
 
After the 8th grade, 
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Mary Lasswell left, 
married at 15,  
ripe in the belly 
a year later. 
 
She birthed all eight of them, 
all those children 
like a wild wolf pack, 
like the land gave, 
until she gave herself, 
back to the land.  
 
The one room school: 
a family oak tree, 
each arm, 
a life lifting, 
away from the base. 
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Electricity Came To Town 
 
 
In 1947  
men chopped down  
living trees, turned them  
into artificial antennas 
and telephone poles.  
 
The trees gave bodies 
for fuel and light. 
 
What was once 
the rustling  
of their leaves, 
was now 
the wooden piano, 
singing inside 
the wooden house.  
 
Instruments  
kept the spirit 
of wood and wind, 
the strings vibrating. 
 
The wires hanging  
tree to tree, 
were lines that stretched, 
too simple unlike the branches 
of nerve endings, 
canopies of ganglion, 
the roots underneath, 
 
white lighting  
against a black sky.  
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Emily’s Poem  
 
 
When Mary Lasswell  
was ten,  
her older sister, Emily, 
set fire to kerosene 
to make supper.  
 
Emily’s dress found fire 
like dry kindling.  
 
Mary moved to her  
wide-eyed and worried, 
wrapped her love   
in the last hug, 
smothering flame 
into smoke.   
 
A boy 
from the school 
wrote a poem about it. 
 
Later the school 
burned down, too. 
 
Mary buried Emily, 
a spot in the lot, 
and she left her heart, 
with the roots  
of blue oak, 
digging deeper 
into the earth.  
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All Fruit Bruises   
 
 
1  
 
Grandpa Harry had 
forty acres of slanted  
blue oak. 
With it came the house, 
ancestors and family. 
His brother Bob 
got tanning grasses 
across the highway.  
It was the same earth, 
split only in the heart.  
 
2 
 
Hazel met Harry  
just after  
the 2nd world war. 
 
She fell into the earth, 
into a life 
with a working man with land. 
They married and had four, 
lived off the cattle and the ranch.  
The kids and her  
would pick persimmons, 
collect walnuts from the tree 
and make cookies. 
 
Heavy rains kept them inside  
next to the wood-burning stove. 
Outside, Harry stacked 
and stored fire wood. 
 
3 
 
When spring came 
the fruit of labor  
was bitter, bruised 
from a heart 
that would not  
open to the sun.  
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The children  
were seen, 
but not heard. 
Years of marriage passed 
like seasons 
in the field.  
 
When he grew tired, 
Hazel left.  
The kids grew. 
 
4 
 
When I go to see Harry 
I ask him  
about his brother.  
The one  
he never talks to,  
who still lives 
across the street, and waves. 
I wonder if I could hate my brother,  
be at war. 
 
Living a life bitter, 
when the earth  
teaches growth, 
softness in the sweet flesh  
of the heart, 
is to be brittle.  
A hardness, 
against the soft.  
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Uncle Albert’s Irony  
 
 
Harry’s uncle 
lived out on the back forty.  
Owned a general store  
down the road  
where he sold supplies  
and amongst other things, 
preserved animals.  
 
He was quite fond 
of taxidermy, chemicals 
that made dead things  
look alive again.   
 
It was rather ironic, 
that one day on the ranch, 
in an act of preservation, 
of animating dead things, 
he accidently  
caught himself on fire. 
 
Nothing 
will be preserved  
in this world. 
 
All of it 
dissolving away, 
until even  
the spirit itself, 
catches fire, 
decides it’s time 
to leave. 
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The Kitchen and the Temple 
 
 
I peel carrots  
in the kitchen, 
of Grammy Hazel, 
the way a priest 
prepares the Eucharist. 
 
I see no need  
for church anymore. 
I found another way 
to center.  
 
In the kitchen 
we talk songs, our devotion 
is to the peeling  
of the potatoes. 
That is our temple.  
The body of Christ 
is none other  
than the oil in the pan, 
the rolling boil.  
 
The transformation 
of the sun to the planet, 
the plant, then the animal, 
back to the earth.  
 
What’s intimate  
goes through, 
becoming the other  
is the natural course.  
When it is through, 
it too dissolves away. 
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      SECTION II  
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Weight 
 
 
Persimmons circle  
in the center of gravity, 
little salmon suns  
bleeding apricot 
against a graphite sky.  
Rising through  
dusk-filled 
factories  
of heliocentric vision. 
The globes   the cosmos 
a single atom. 
  
The eternal pull 
of solar satellites orbit  
the way watered strawberry 
feels tangerine. 
And the yolk   the embryo,  
the splitting of the shell 
is the beginning   and end 
of the poppy moons. 
Draining violet.  
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Navel 
 
 
Svadhishthana burns soft orange 
in sexual communion, 
the same fire in a monk’s robe,  
errors on the side of caution,  
the middle stop-light, slows 
the orbit of Jupiter.  
 
Inside a cantaloupe    
soft seeds against peach, 
pumpkin guts string fiber 
and October leaves, 
late poppies grow 
on the tan hillsides. 
And the brown curling leaves  
are like the casings 
of sweet potatoes, inside  
the color of curry 
over basmati rice. 
  
The return of burnt orange 
sunsets and blue sky, 
is summer, 
when navels see the sun again,  
and that hole in your stomach, 
the one once  
attached with cord, 
the line of life, 
is now sporting  
dangling jewelry, 
pretty sweet like the center 
of fruiting seeds, 
connected to the vine, 
the center of anything. 
 
The monk in us all 
stays in the navel. 
The center of no separation, 
Jupiter in orbit.  
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Before You Were Born 
 
 
There is an emptiness here    a womb.  
And the beginning,  
of something, a pulse, 
a throb that will not soften. 
 
The stars exhausting  
into nothing. 
They’ve always done this, 
dimming into oblivion,  
flickering back. 
  
Maybe that’s  
what we are doing. 
 
Waking up again, 
always into the self. 
 
Waking up,  
after having never gone 
to sleep. 
 
Going to sleep,  
never waking up. 
 
Where were you?   
Before you  
flickered into light. 
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The Way: In Three Parts 
  
After the Tao Te Ching  
 

1 
 
Born before Heaven and Earth. 
Nameless it remains, 
mother of all things. 
It is the soft earth  
trickling streams, 
that go on 
to break the mountain.  
What will bend, will overcome 
the brittle Winter. Yielding. 
 
Surrender yourself humbly.  
And then you may care for all things. 
 
Blunt the sharpness, 
untangle the knot, 
soften the glare, 
merge with dust. 
 
Have little and gain, 
have much and be confused. 
 
2 
 
My mother takes me  
to the Poverillo House 
in West Fresno.  
I don’t understand  
hunger    the meek need 
to sustain through alms    
other arms  
that aren’t so different. 
I hear my mother, 
“See the need.” 
This is the way I watch her,  
watch them, the same way  
she watches me.  
 
3 
  
The morning asanas  
tone the shell  
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of the spirit. 
Alignment finds  
the mind in the breath; 
the breath always knows where it is. 
The great Self  
hides in all things, 
a great game 
in the service 
to Other. 
Devotion to the divine, 
the godhead   the Self 
is the other person  
sitting across from you. 
The shedding of this, 
the peeling back of layers, 
is remembering.  
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Tadasana  
 
 After B.K.S Iyengar  
 
To find alignment: 
press the ball-joint 
of your big toe, your heel, 
down into the earth.  
Lift the arches of the foot 
pulling energy into the shins, 
moving them forward  
on top of the ankles.  
Stack the femurs 
on top of the shins, 
internally rotating the thighs, 
bring the groin deep and back 
and the take the sacrum 
down to the heels.  
 
Now inhale: 
the shoulders to ears.  
Bring the heads of the humeri back, 
scapulas on the back body, 
down and away from the ears. 
Let the palms face one another, 
fingers energetic, soft in the ribs.   
Slightly bring the chin down  
into the chest, lift 
through the crown of the head. 
 
Close the eyes 
and observe the internal. 
 
How can you know God? 
If you don’t know 
your big toe. 
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Dhyana  
 
 
When you’re ready: 
close the eyes. 
 
Air must fall from the lungs,  
downward to the depths, 
to the bottom of the exhale. 
 
It is quiet here. 
 
this is where 
you must linger, 
this is where 
the beginning  
of your new life 
begins. 
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      PART III 
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The Way In 
 
 
Always through the eyes: 
light receives, 
emits what lies behind, 
little portals of heaven, inside.  
 
In the sun’s eye: 
M&M’s of brown iris, 
melt in late summer.  
In the changing of leaves, 
I only see verdant spring in her eyes. 
A forest full of lichen, 
heaven stretching yellow, green.  
 
In her eyes: 
eyes of cocoa meeting coffee. 
Reflecting, frigid months 
of dark grey sky, 
I see deeper 
into the calming  
emerald bays of her sea.  
There is a lighthouse here,  
a piercing light 
blanketed in mystery, 
a beacon into the darkness 
into the unknown. 
 
As I wait for the return  
of my Sun, 
I am left with the falling rain. 
Ocean’s night sky, black, 
are the pupils of Heaven, 
sitting against the yellow  
white light of source. 
 
She is my lighthouse,  
the light looking  
through the telescope,  
far out into the emptiness,  
she is what is looking back in.  
 
The dim flickering, 
cuts the layers of fog. 
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Little burning suns, 
in the sockets of her eyes.  
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Aubade to the Sea 
 
 
I return, 
 
into lamp-lit eyes and pale-emerald, 
sea glass under black windows.  
The opening,  
the heart, 
the sea. 
 
Waves breaking on the coastline, 
bring the smell  
of salted honey in her hair. 
  
Underneath, 
warm sand is damp, 
impressions of our feet 
mark our place in this earth. 
 
Lips falling 
to the pull of gravity,  
planting softly  
in beaches of sweaty rain. 
 
Our lips are sailing ships 
on the horizon 
until they fall apart, 
and the breath breaks the depths  
over crashing rock, reaching deep inside, 
the emptying of the tide. 
 
A bed of kelp,  
a hand in mine, 
a kiss to the knuckles, 
thighs intertwine 
over the bellies  
that rise in rhythm. 
 
The moment has,  
but does not keep. 
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No Attachment to Dust  
 
 
You are not the mountain, 
nor the dust kicked into the lungs. 
Or the sky with urchin purple  
streaks at sunset. 
Or the rain that makes 
dust brown mud. 
Nor are you the wind,  
the white caps on the break. 
Or the family of redwoods 
in the grove. 
Or the fog that feeds them. 
Nor are you  
the beautiful rot of the forest. 
The porous soil of the plants, 
twisting network of nerves, of roots. 
You cannot be the glowing orb  
in the desert at sunrise. 
Or the shade of cacti  
silhouetting blue lizards.  
Nor the blue-black sky  
littered with grey rain clouds.  
 
You are  
what is still holding 
the dust, 
as it falls  
from your fingers.   
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Meditations on the California North Coast 
 
1 
 
For one day it rained 
curtains and sheets, 
permeating the hillside.  
Effortless it came, 
effortless it changed. 
Roads eroded,  
soil moved to mud  
and took trees with it.    
 
Water is soft 
until everything  
becomes likewise. 
 
That evening, 
I ran the faucet, 
filled my cup, 
and drank from the sky. 
 
2 
 
Beneath soil,  
sustenance, fertility.  
On the surface, 
hardness 
of stone and wood. 
 
When the rain settles, 
I go out into the forest, 
hoping to find 
what I’m looking for. 
 
A grove of redwood, 
an organic sky rise. 
I always climb them barefoot. 
They are the changing of perception. 
 
3 
 
When the sun sets 
in the mountains, 
I throw pine needles 
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in the fire. 
 
This digestive force, 
transforms, trees to ash,  
water to steam.  
It is alchemy and magic, 
unseen, a streaming of gases. 
 
In the blue black sky, 
a white moon, 
and a dying fire.  
 
I watch the coal bed glow. 
It was once wood. 
 
4 
 
On the coast 
the next morning, 
the wind whips waves. 
Like the intellect, 
it is changing.  
 
I stand on the edge 
of tide pools, 
watching circling gulls, 
ride the thermal up drafts.  
  
A kite flies 
in the same gust, 
that will go on 
to pollinate plants. 
 
Rarely known,  
it is the carrier  
of chi, breath, spirit.  
 
I hear it  
in the leaves 
of eucalyptus. 
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Rock Speak  
 
 
I rub chalk through palms, 
coated fingers  
and hands calloused.  
The granite is coarse.  
 
What was once small, rose  
from tectonic push 
into the peaks 
and valleys 
that define one another. 
 
Absent, the earth birthed 
in the void, 
what was once barren, 
waited itself into life.  
Here we are. 
 
Breathing the same breath, 
now is all there was.  
What seemed dense 
moves faster, inside,  
empty space 
flickering into form. 
No separation but the full face  
of half dome, 
sliced open by soft glacier.  
Detaching into soft, 
the rocks to sand. 
 
I dip fingers in a chalk bag, 
shift my weight into the feet, 
start up a face  
I do not understand. 
 
The rock says nothing, 
offers me what is direct, 
that is what is real,  
fingers crimping,  
toes smeared to the rock. 
Sweat rolling 
down flexed forearms. 
 
And this strange resilience, 
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this will to persist, 
kicks in the heart, burns the kidneys, 
says, “what are you doing here?”  
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Inheritance II: An Abecedarian 
 
 
After we’ve left, 
beaches will spit styrofoam,   
cups, plastic plates, bottles. If we 
drain the oil it’ll dissolve, 
emptying into gas tanks, 
filling the pockets and overflowing.  
Gas bills will run  
higher now into rising rivers. 
Intimate drinking water becomes undrinkable. 
Just the same, fate chooses extinction, 
knowing we did it ourselves.  
Lost money, a priority.  
Medicine will not be food, water, air.  
Never again will we 
open our bellies to deep breath. 
Panic will set in, 
questioning the hand behind the back. 
Running now, the rivers 
sit behind the damned walls, silent. 
Thoughts start to build momentum 
until thoughts become action. 
Velocity grabs gravity’s hand. 
Whatever sits behind the eyes, 
examines the world, 
yourself, 
zip-locked in the floating plastic. 
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Pain Is Here 
 
 
Suffering is necessary to this life. 
Sits next to well-being  
and says nothing. 
 
So when the cactus  
that fangs my palm, 
gives me the gift of pain, 
a shooting fire, that slows, 
dissipates into a dull throb, 
I am left with a swollen hand, 
a red inflamed crab-claw. 
 
Unaware,  
moments before, 
a self was waiting, 
to be touched alive, 
by barbed glochids.  
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Redwood Antenna  
 
 

Redwoods reach for the sun, 
push down to lift.  
Grounding wires 
into the earth’s body. 
I’m trying to find their frequency. 
It is an ancient one,  
emitting healing auras. 
 
Their grove is of a slower pace. 
In the early mornings I go,  
sit crossed-legged at the base, 
ears open to the emptiness.  
The quiet is rather loud here, 
the rooted standing strong, 
nourished by broken beams.  
Lime and burnt red, 
dead into the living.  
This energy, 
permeates the grid beneath. 
From the inside out, 
I press down to lift.  
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Lessons from Gaia 
 
 
The redwood rooting deep, much to teach us. 
Mother Earth to be reaped, much to teach us. 

 
And like a trickling stream, playing today. 
Falling needles head to sleep, much to teach us. 

 
Mountains know how to be, without really trying, 
and with edges that are steep, much to teach us. 

 
Soaring spirits of the sky, cycle the seasons, 
inertia we cannot keep, much to teach us. 

 
And as Eli awakens, a new day awaits, 
quiet waters running deep, much to teach us.  
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Fear Teaches the Disillusion  
 
Humboldt State 2014- For Nathan 

1 
 
I awaken to coffee steam  
hanging on the glass window.   
A morning of overcast skies 
and rain rattling 
the tin water pots on the porch. 
Early spring,  
and the sun hides  
between fog and sea. 
I pull on layers,  
as wind-swept needles  
bob in the rain. 
 
We leave walking 
dampened dirt trails. 
Everywhere fungi feeds  
on rot, living off the dead, 
and we’re living 
off the living.  
Living for sea breezes  
floating in from the coast,  
our hair immersed 
in salt-styled water. 
From the Pacific inward,  
the sea meets the forest 
and settles, 
the way one does  
when they’re home. 
 
2 
 
When we arrive 
my brother takes his boots off. 
Damp earthy mud  
through spaces in toes. 
We have found  
what we are looking for. 
Where a redwood stump 
once stood, 
a fairy ring of five shoots, 
sprouts up from its roots 
into the heavens, 
a spiral ladder. 
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We are its humble disciples.  
The way John Muir  
climbed a Douglas fir,  
in a winter windstorm, 1874, 
to feel the wind  
as the trees do in Yosemite,  
we climb in the same spirit, 
to lift ours  
off the ground. 
 
3 
 
Gripping dark red bark,  
each hold is a hawk talon  
tight on the limb, 
each finger sticks 
as tree frogs toes do  
to the foliage,  
each toe pressing down 
into the polished lines  
of each groove. 
 
We climb like fire does 
when fed air and fuel. 
And I notice  
spongy-sawdust-bark 
feels like fibrous muscle  
to bone.  
 
Intently, I follow  
my brother’s line.  
Each arm offers  
another level of response, 
as we corkscrew  
the spinning staircase of limbs. 
Our error into death, 
is a flash 
in my mind. 
 
4 
 
Two hundred and fifty feet up  
foggy skies bloom  
through the canopy, 
like lotuses  
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after enlightenment. 
Adrenaline floods the kidneys   
into the castle 
of my heart. 
I am afraid.  
 
Sitting on hatched webs 
of nylon rope, 
we look out. 
A wave crash in the distance, 
no sound, 
the coastline is empty.  
But we are not.  
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